Abstract. With the increasing application of Linked Open Data, assessing the quality of datasets by computing quality metrics becomes an issue of crucial importance. For large and evolving datasets, an exact, deterministic computation of the quality metrics is too time consuming or expensive. We employ probabilistic techniques such as Reservoir Sampling, Bloom Filters and Clustering Coefficient estimation for implementing a broad set of data quality metrics in an approximate but sufficiently accurate way. Our implementation is integrated in the comprehensive data quality assessment framework Luzzu. We evaluated its performance and accuracy on Linked Open Datasets of broad relevance.
Introduction
The Web of Data is continuously changing with large volumes of data from different sources being added. Inevitably, this causes the data to suffer from inconsistency, both at a semantic level (contradictions) and at a pragmatic level (ambiguity, inaccuracies), thus creating a lot of noise around the data. It also raises the question of how authoritative and reputable the data sources are. Taking DBpedia 1 as an example, data is extracted from a semi-structured source created in a crowdsourcing effort (i.e. Wikipedia). This extracted data might have quality problems because it is either mapped incorrectly or the information itself is incorrect. Data consumers increasingly rely on the Web of Data to accomplish tasks such as performing analytics or building applications that answer end user questions. Information overload is a consistent problem that these consumers face daily. Ensuring quality of the data on the Web is of paramount importance for data consumers, since it is infeasible to filter this infobesity manually.
A particular challenging area is the quality analysis of large-scale, evolving Linked Data datasets. In their editorial [9] , Hitzler and Janowicz claim that Linked Data is an ideal pilot to experiment with the 4 th paradigm of big data (Veracity). However, Linked Data is frequently overlooked due to its reputation of being of poor quality. The quality of data can usually not be described using a single measure, but commonly requires a large variety of quality measures to be computed. Doing this for large datasets poses a substantial data processing challenge. However, for large datasets meticulously exact quality measures are usually not required. Instead users want to obtain an approximate indication of the quality they can expect. Previous work on Linked Data quality analysis primarily employed deterministic algorithms (cf. the survey by Zaveri et al. [23] ). Although such algorithms usually have polynomial complexity they are intractable for large datasets and it is difficult to reach runtimes sufficient for practical applications. The rationale of this paper is to show that we can apply probabilistic techniques to assess Linked Data quality. In particular, we employ three techniques commonly used in big data applications: Reservoir Sampling, Bloom Filters and Clustering Coefficient estimation. We develop strategies how these techniques can be applied to boost quality metric computations. We also thoroughly evaluate the quality metrics to tweak the required parameters for more accurate results yet keeping the running time acceptable. All implemented quality metrics are part of a large quality assessment framework, Luzzu 2 [5] . The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 looks at the state of the art. Section 3 provides preliminaries. Section 4 details the Linked Data quality metrics under discussion. Section 5 discusses the implementation of the big data techniques and metrics. Section 6 reports our evaluation results. Final remarks and conclusions are presented in Section 7.
State of the Art
In a recent article, Dan O'Brien [17] discusses how big data, which is now being applied in many companies and applications, challenges data governance, including data quality. This section overviews the state of the art in relation to the probabilistic approximation techniques that can be applied to assess data quality in Linked Open Datasets. To our knowledge, there is currently no concrete use of such techniques to assess linked dataset quality.
Since their inception, Bloom Filters have been used in different scenarios, including dictionaries and spell-checkers, databases (for faster join operations and keeping track of changes), caching, and other network related scenarios [3] . Recently, this technique was also used to tackle the detection of duplicate data in streams in a variety of scenarios [1, 6, 11, 14] . Such applications included the detection of duplicate clicks on pay-per-click adverts, fraud detection, URI crawling, and identification of distinct users on platforms. Metwally et al. [14] designed a Bloom Filter that applies the "window" principle: sliding windows (finding duplicates related to the last observed part of the stream), landmark windows (maintaining specific parts of the stream for de-duplication), and jumping windows (a trade-off between the latter two window types). Deng and Rafiei [6] go a step further than [14] and propose the Stable Bloom Filter, guaranteeing good and constant performance of filters over large streams, independent of the streams' size. Bera et al. [1] present a novel algorithm modifying Bloom Filters using reservoir sampling techniques, claiming that their approach not only provides a lower false negative rate but is also more stable than the method suggested in [6] .
Random sampling, in different forms, is often used as an alternative to complex algorithms to provide a quick yet good approximation of results [20] . Samplebased approaches such as the latter were used to assess the quality of Geographic Information System data [21, 18] . Xie et al. [21] describe different sampling methods for assessing geographical data. In their approach, Saberi and Ghadiri [18] sampled the original base geographical data periodically. The authors in [12] propose how data quality metrics can be designed to enable (1) the assessment of data quality and (2) analyse the economic consequences after executing data quality metrics. They suggest sampling the dataset attributes to get an estimate measure for the quality of the real-world data.
Lately, various efforts have been made to estimate values within big networks, such as estimating the clustering coefficient [8] or calculating the average degree of a network [4] . Hardiman et al. [8] provide an estimator to measure the network size and two clustering coefficient estimators: the network average (local) clustering coefficient and the global clustering coefficient. These measures were applied on public datasets such as DBLP, LiveJournal, Flickr and Orkut. Similarly, Dasgupta et al. [4] calculate the average degree of a network using similar public domain datasets. As Guèret et al. pointed out in [7] , network measures can be exploited to assess Linked Data with regard to quality, as Linked Data uses the graph-based RDF data model.
Preliminaries
The LOD Cloud 3 comprises datasets having less than 10K triples, and others having more than 1 billion triples. Deterministically computing quality metrics on these datasets might take from some seconds to days. This section introduces three probabilistic techniques commonly used in big data applications; they combine with a high probability near-to-accurate results with a low running time.
Reservoir sampling. Reservoir sampling is a statistics-based technique that facilitates the sampling of evenly distributed items. The sampling process randomly selects k elements (≤ n) from a source list, possibly of an unknown size n, such that each element in the source list has a k/n probability of being chosen [20] . The reservoir sampling technique is part of the randomised algorithms family. Randomised algorithms offer simple and fast solutions for timeconsuming counterparts by implementing a degree of randomness. Vitter [20] introduces an algorithm for selecting a random sample of k elements from a bigger list of n elements, in one pass. The author discusses that by using a rejection-acceptance technique the running time for the sampling algorithm improves. The main parameter that affects the tradeoff between fast computation and an accurate result is the reservoir size (k). The sample should be large enough such that the law of large numbers 4 can be applied.
is a fast and space efficient bit vector data structure commonly used to query for elements in a set ("is element A in the set?"). The size of the bit vector plays an important role with regard to the precision of the result. A set of hash functions is used to map each item added to be compared, to a corresponding set of bits in the array filter. The main drawback of a Bloom Filter is that they can produce false positives, therefore being possible to identify an item as existing in the filter when it is not, but this happens with a very low probability. The trade-off of having a fast computation yet a very close estimate of the result depends on the size of the bit vector.With some modifications, Bloom Filters are useful for detecting duplicates in data streams [1] .
Clustering Coefficient Estimation. The clustering coefficient algorithm measures the neighbourhood's density of a node. The clustering coefficient is measured by dividing the number of edges of a node and the number of possible connections the neighbouring nodes can have. The time complexity for this algorithm is O(n 3 ), where n is the number of nodes in the network. Hardiman and Katzir [8] present an algorithm that estimates the clustering coefficient of a node in a network using random walks. A random walk is a process where some object jumps from one connected node to another with some probability of ending in a particular node. A random walker stops when the mixing time is reached. In a Markov model, mixing time refers to the time until the chain is close to its steady state distribution, i.e. the total number of steps the random walker should take until it retires. Given the right mixing time, the value is proved to be a close approximate of the actual value. The authors' suggested measure computes in O(r) + O(rd max ) time, where r is the total number of steps in the random walk and d max is the node with the highest degree 5 .
Linked Data Metrics
Zaveri et al. present a comprehensive survey [23] of quality metrics for linked open datasets. Most of the quality metrics discussed are deterministic and computable within polynomial time. On the other hand, once these metrics are exposed to large datasets, the metrics' upper bound grows and as a result, the computational time becomes intractable. In this section we discuss some metrics that are known to suffer from the big data phenomenon.
Dereferenceability. HTTP URIs should be dereferenceable, i.e. HTTP clients should be able to retrieve the resources identified by the URI. A typical web URI resource would return a 200 OK code indicating that a request is successful and a 4xx or 5xx code if the request is unsuccessful. In Linked Data, a successful request should return an RDF document containing triples that describe the requested resource. Resources should either be hash URIs or respond with a 303 Redirect code [19] . The dereferenceability metric assesses a dataset by counting the number of valid dereferenceable URIs (according to these LOD principles) divided by the total number of URIs. Yang et. al [22] describe a mechanism 6 to identify the dereferenceability process of a Linked Data resource.
A naïve approach for this metric is to dereference all URI resources appearing in the subject and the object of all triples. In this metric we assume that all predicates are dereferenceable. This means that the metric performs at worst 2n HTTP requests, where n is the number of triples. It is not possible to perform such a large number of HTTP requests in an acceptable time.
Existence of Links to External Data Providers.
This metric measures the degree to which a resource is linked to external data providers. Ideally, datasets have a high degree of linkage with external data providers, since interlinking is one of the main principles of Linked Data [10] .
The simplest approach for this metric is to compare the subject's resource pay-level domain (PLD) against the object's resource PLD 7 . Although this metric is not considered to be computationally expensive (O(n), where n represents the number of triples), it is also a good candidate for an estimation.
Extensional Conciseness. At the data level, a linked dataset is concise if there are no redundant instances [13] . This metric measures the number of unique instances found in the dataset. The uniqueness of instances is determined from their properties and values. An instance is unique if no other instance (in the same dataset) exists with the same set of properties and corresponding values.
The most straightforward approach is to compare each resource with every other resource in the dataset to check for uniqueness. This gives us a time complexity of O(i 2 t), where i is the number of instances in the datasets and t is the number of triples. The major challenge for this algorithm is the number of triples in a dataset, since each triple (predicate and object) is compared with every other triple streamed from the dataset.
Clustering Coefficient of a Network. The clustering coefficient metric is proposed as part of a set of network measures to assess the quality of data mappings in linked datasets [7] . This metric aims at identifying how well resources are connected, by measuring the density of the resource neighbourhood. A network has a high clustering cohesion when a node has a large number of neighbouring nodes, all of which are connected to each other. This means that links may end up being meaningless [7] .
When assessing the clustering coefficient of a network, a graph is built where the subject and object of a triple (either URI resources or blank nodes) are represented as vertices in the graph, whilst the predicate is the edge between them. As this ignores triples with literal objects, there is no direct correlation between the number of triples in a dataset and number of vertices. Calculating this measure on a network takes O(n 3 ), especially for large datasets. This is because each vertex in the network has to be considered: for each vertex v in the graph, we identify the number of links between the neighbours of v (i.e. how many of v's neighbours are connected together) and divide it by the number of possible links.
Implementation
Based on the probabilistic techniques described in Section 3, we analyse how they can help in assessing quality in linked datasets. These metrics are implemented as an extensible package for Luzzu. Luzzu [5] is a Linked Data quality assessment framework that provides an integrated platform which: (1) assesses Linked Data quality using a library of generic and user-provided domain specific quality metrics in a scalable manner; (2) adds queryable quality metadata to the assessed datasets; and (3) assembles detailed quality reports on assessed datasets. Datasets are assessed using a sequential streaming approach. Table 1 shows which approximation can be used for each respective metric.
Reservoir Sampling
Our implementation is based on the rejection-acceptance technique [20] . The trade-off parameter is the definition of the maximum number of items (k) that can be stored. Various factors are taken to define k, such as the rough estimation of the size of the dataset and available memory, since this reservoir is stored inmemory.
When attempting to add an item to the reservoir sampler, an item counter (n) is incremented. This increment is required to calculate the replacement probability, since the exact size of the source (in our case the dataset) is unknown.
The item can be (i) added to the reservoir, (ii) become a candidate to replace another item, or (iii) be discarded. The first possible operation is straightforward. If the reservoir sampler has free locations (n < k), the item is added. On the other hand, when the reservoir is full, the item can either replace another item in the list, or rejected. The decision is made by generating a random number (p) between 0 and n. If p lies in the range of the reservoir list length (i.e. p < k), then the new item replaces the current item stored in that position of the reservoir, else it is rejected. This simulates the k/n replacement probability for all items.
Estimated Dereferenceability Metric. Each resource URI is split into two parts: (1) the pay-level Domain (PLD), and (2) the path to the resource. For this metric we employ a "global" reservoir sampler for the PLDs. Furthermore, for each PLD we employ another reservoir sampler holding an evenly distributed sample list of resources to be dereferenced. If the pay-level domain returns a 4xx/5xx code upon an HTTP request, then all other sampled resources in that reservoir are automatically deemed as non-dereferenceable. Envisaging the possibility of multiple HTTP requests to same domain or resource, we make use of the Luzzu's caching mechanism, to store HTTP requests. The metric value is calculated as a ratio of the total number of dereferenced URIs against the total number of sampled URIs.
Estimated Links to External Data Providers Metric.
In order to measure the use of external data providers, the metric must first identify the base URI of the dataset that is being assessed. As each triple is streamed to the metric processor, a heuristic mechanism identifies the base URI. For this, we apply one of the two heuristics, listed in order of priority:
1. Extract the base URI from a triple having the predicate rdf:type and object void:Dataset or owl:Ontology. 2. The URI (PLD) with the maximum number of occurrences in the subject of the assessed dataset.
Each triple's object in the dataset is then used to estimate the value of this metric, by first extracting its PLD and attempting to add it to the metric's reservoir. The value of this metric is defined as the ratio of the number of PLDs in the sampler that are not the same as the base URI, against the total number of URIs in the sampler.
Bloom Filters
Linked datasets might suffer from instance duplication. Bera et al. [1] introduced some modifications to the mechanics of Bloom Filters to enable the detection of duplicate elements in data streams. These modifications allow items to be inserted indefinitely by probabilistically resetting bits in the filter arrays when they are close to getting overloaded. The Randomised Load Balanced Biased 
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Fig. 1. Illustrating Bloom Filters with an example
Sampling based Bloom Filter (RLBSBF) is used to implement the detection of duplicate instances. The authors show that this approach is efficient and generates a low false positive rate. An RLBSBF algorithm is initialised with (1) the total memory used by filter arrays in bits (M ); and (2) a threshold value (t FPR ) for the false positive rate. The bit vector is initialised with k Bloom Filters. Each bloom filter has a size of M/k and a hash function is mapped to it. The authors in [1] suggest that k is calculated using the threshold value t FPR . A high threshold value means faster computation but less accurate results.
Whenever a new element is processed, the Bloom Filter sets all k bit positions using the hash functions mapped to them. If the bit positions were previously set in the bit vector, it means that a duplicate was detected. Otherwise, the probabilistic resetting of bits is performed before the new element is added to the bit vector. Our implementation uses 128-bit Murmur3 8 hashing functions. Figure 1 illustrates how Bloom Filters help to identify a Linked Data resource that already exists in a dataset.
Estimated Extensional Conciseness Metric.
When triples are streamed to the metric processor, the predicate and object are extracted and serialised as a string. The latter string is stored in a sorted set. This process is repeated until a triple with a different subject identifier is processed. The sorted set is then flattened to a string and added to the Bloom Filter, discovering any possible duplicates. The set is then initialised again for the new resource identifier and the process is repeated until no more triples are streamed.
The main drawback of our proposed algorithm is that a dataset must be sorted by subject, such that all triples pertaining to the same instance are streamed one after another. Although it is common practice to publish datasets sorted by subject (e.g. DBpedia), this cannot be guaranteed in the general case.
In our experiments we pre-process RDF dumps by converting them to the NTriples serialisation, which can be sorted by subject in a straightforward way.
Clustering Coefficient Estimation
In [8] , the authors propose an approach for estimating a social network's clustering coefficient by creating a random walk. In their proposed algorithm, Hardiman and Katzir use log 2 n 9 as the base mixing time, i.e. the number of steps a random walker takes until it converges to a steady-state distribution. However, different network characteristics lead to different mixing times, where well-connected networks have a small (fast) mixing time [15] .
To calculate an estimate of the clustering coefficient given a random walk R = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x r }, Hardiman and Katzir propose the Estimator 1:
where r is the total number of steps in the random walk R, x k is the index of the k th node in the random walk, d x k is the degree of node x k and φ k represents the value in the adjacency matrix A in position
Estimated Clustering Coefficient Metric. When triples are streamed into the metric, the vertices are created by extracting the subject and the object, whilst the predicate acts as a directed edge between the two nodes. We use URI resources and blank nodes to create the network vertices. To calculate the estimated clustering coefficient value, a random walk is performed on the graph. Similarly to the approach in [8] , we view the graph as undirected. The idea is that if the random walker ends up in a dead-end (i.e. cannot move forward), it can go back to continue crawling the network. Our mixing time parameter is m log 2 n. Since linked open data advocates interlinking and re-use of resources, we expect 10 that such datasets have a low mixing time. The multiplier factor m thus enables us to increase or decrease the mixing time as required. The reason behind this is to enable a parameter modifier to the base mixing time (log 2 n), since it is difficult to find a one size fits all mixing time. Estimator 1 is used to obtain a close estimate of the dataset's clustering coefficient. Finally, the estimated value is normalised as described in [7] .
Metric Analysis and Experiments
Having implemented the metrics using probabilistic approximation techniques, we measure the computed quality metric values and runtime for the approximate metrics and compare them with the actual metrics. For each approximate metric, we experimented with different parameter settings to identify the best parameter values. All tests are run on a Unix virtual machine with an Intel Xeon 3.00 GHz, with 3 cores and a total memory of 3.8 GB. We used a number of datasets of varying sizes and covering different application domains. We found them on Datahub, looking for datasets tagged with the lod tag. These are: Parameter Setting. In order to maximise accuracy, the parameters of the algorithms have to be tweaked. Therefore, we experimented with different parameter values and analysed the metric results. Parameter settings were obtained by observing the algorithm's parameters in correlation with the datasets and metrics. The rationale behind this experiment is to identify a single parameter that, when used in a metric, gives acceptable results within reasonable time. This experiment was not performed on all datasets, since in certain cases the actual metric does not complete its computation.
The Dereferenceability metric was implemented using reservoir sampling. Table 2 shows the time taken (in seconds) and the approximate value for different parameter settings. The biggest time factor in this metric is the network access time, i.e. the time an HTTP request takes to respond. The parameter settings employed for this experiment are: (P1) global reservoir size: 10, PLD reservoir size: 1000; (P2) global reservoir size: 50, PLD reservoir size: 100; (P3) global reservoir size: 50, PLD reservoir size: 10000; (P4) global reservoir size: 100, PLD reservoir size: 1000. Whilst the approximate metrics completed the computation for all datasets, the exact computation was only ready for the LAK and LSOA datasets. Based on the available results from the datasets, we can conclude that the optimal parameter for this metric is close to the P3 settings. The results for the LSOA dataset are 0 due to the fact that all resources returned a 4xx/5xx error. This was verified manually. Another application of the Reservoir Sampling was the Existence of Links to External Data Providers. Table 3 shows the time taken (in seconds) and the estimated value for different parameter settings. The parameter settings used to initialise the sampler were: (P1) 5,000; (P2) 10,000; (P3) 20,000; (P4) 50,000. The results show that the approximation technique did not record any major difference up to 2M, but the technique fares better with very big datasets (c.f. Figure 2) . One possible reason for this is that since the actual metric is not expected to fit in-memory, our implementation uses MapDB 11 , a pure Java database that stores memory data structures such as hash maps on disk. It is also worth noting that all estimates gave the same value as the actual. The reason for this is that the number of object PLDs fits in the smallest reservoir. Therefore, since the runtime between different parameters varies a little, setting a higher or lower reservoir sampler in this case is a matter of available memory space. If all PLDs fit in the reservoir sampler, the result is 100% accurate.
The Extensional Conciseness metric was implemented using Bloom Filters. Table 4 shows the time taken (in seconds) and the estimated value for different parameter settings. We applied 4 different settings for experimentation: (P1) 2 filters (k) with a size (M ) of 1,000; (P2) 5 filters with a size of 10,000; (P3) 10 filters with a size of 100,000; (P4) 15 filters with a size of 10,000,000. This technique showed a lot of potential in the de-duplication process. The time taken in the approximate algorithms are lower than the actual, with results being almost as accurate. Based on the Bloom Filter trade-off, a setting between P3-P4 would exploit the potential of this technique in assessing the quality of linked datasets with regard to duplication problems. For the clustering coefficient metric we multiplied the base mixing time of log 2 n with 0.1, 0.5, 0.7 and 1.0 respectively to test with fast mixing time. Table 5 shows the time taken (in seconds) and the estimated value for different parameter settings. The results show that for the assessed datasets the log 2 n mixing time is not ideal. This is due to the fact that the smallest multiplier setting, i.e. 0.1, proved to be the closest to the actual result in all cases. Determining a more accurate average mixing time, and hence a more accurate estimate (cf. Section 3), requires the evaluation (such as in [15] ) of all datasets in the LOD Cloud.
Evaluation Discussion. Our experiments gave promising results towards the use and acceptance of probabilistic approximation for estimating the quality of linked open datasets. Figure 2 shows the time taken in all implemented metrics (actual and approximated) against the evaluated datasets. The graph clearly shows that all approximate metrics have a lower runtime than their equivalent actual metric. Whilst the approximate metrics for link external data providers, dereferenceability, and extensional conciseness computed all metrics, the approximate clustering coefficient and the actual link external data providers managed to compute 5 datasets within a reasonable time. The actual dereferenceability metric managed only to compute two datasets, while the other two actual metrics computed up to the WordNet dataset. Table 6 shows the metric (actual and estimated) values for the datasets. The approximate results are in most cases very close to the actual results. However, approximate measures are calculated in an acceptable time unlike their actual counterparts. As part of a larger effort to implement scalable LOD quality assessment metrics, we assessed the metrics identified in [23] and assigned to them possible approximation techniques discussed in this article (cf. Table 7 ). Overall, given that the results were obtained on yet small datasets (the chosen ones might not be considered to be big enough) due to limited infrastructure, this paper contributes towards invaluable results that can be the basis for further studies. These results show that with probabilistic approximation techniques:
1. Runtime decreases considerably -for larger datasets easily by more than an order of magnitude; 
Metric

Conclusion
In this article, we have demonstrated how the three approximate techniques reservoir sampling, Bloom Filters and clustering coefficient estimation can be successfully applied for Linked Data quality assessment. Our comprehensive experiments have shown that we can reduce runtime in most cases by more than an order of magnitude, while keeping the precision of results reasonable for most practical applications. All in all, we have demonstrated that using these approximation techniques enables data publishers to assess their datasets in a convenient and efficient manner without the need of having a large infrastructure for computing quality metrics. Therefore, data publishers are encouraged to assess their data before publishing it to the Web, thus ensuring that data consumers receive quality data at their end. In terms of Linked Data quality assessment we aim to extend our work both in terms of used big data techniques and metric coverage. Regarding probabilistic approximation techniques, we aim to assess other probabilistic data structures such as quotient filters or random trees. A further interesting avenue of research is to investigate how such techniques can be easily employed for domain specific data quality metrics.
